Burglary Home Assessment Information
Contents of this pack give an indication of the types of products that are available on the market.
None of these companies have been approved or recommended as a preferred supplier by Warwickshire
Police, and it is recommended that you check with a number of suppliers prior to purchase to secure the
best product/price to suit the individual’s requirements. Also the prices are not guaranteed, and offer a
guide only.
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Burglary

Homes with no security measures in place are five times more likely to be burgled than those with simple
security measures. Good window locks and strong deadlocks can make a big difference.
Taking just a few steps can make a big difference in keeping your home safe from burglary. Here are a few
tips:
● Lock your doors and windows every time you leave the house, even when you're just out in the
garden, remembering to double-lock UPVC doors (lift handle and turn key)
● Hide all keys, including car keys, out of sight and away from the letterbox (remember a device could
be used to hook keys through the letterbox)
● Install a visual burglar alarm
● Install good outside lighting
● Get a trusted neighbour to keep an eye on your property
● Leave radios or lights in your house on a timer to make the property appear occupied
● Make sure the fences around your garden are in good condition
● Secure bikes at home by locking them to an immovable object inside a locked shed or garage
● Keep ladders and tools stored away; don't leave them outside where they could be used to break
into your home
● Ensure side gates are locked to prevent access to the rear of the property
● Ensure rear fencing is in good repair
● Improve natural surveillance at the front of your property i.e. trim high hedges
● Mark your property with postcode and house number and register your property for free with
Immobilise (opens in a new window)
● Consider joining or forming a Neighbourhood Watch scheme (opens in a new window)
● Remove valuables from view of ground floor windows
● Store any high value items (i.e. jewellery, passports) in a properly secured safe or bank vault

More tips that can keep you safe
If you live in a building that has a shared entrance, be careful about ‘buzzing’ people in or holding the door
open for a stranger when you walk in or out of your building.
Never leave a spare key in a convenient hiding place, such as under a flowerpot or doormat, or behind a
loose brick. Burglars know to look there. They will also check the garage or shed for spare keys to get into
your flat or house.

Doors and windows
In most burglaries, the criminals broke into the house or flat through the door, either by forcing the lock or
kicking it in. So make sure your doors are strong and secure. Consider fitting a bar for extra strength; a
locksmith can advise you on how best to do it.
Glass panels on doors are particularly vulnerable. If you have one on your door you could replace it with
laminated glass, which is stronger. You can also buy a film in a DIY store that you can stick over the glass to
make it harder to break.
Home security and DIY shops sell inexpensive, key-operated locks to fit most kinds of windows. Fit window
locks with keys to all downstairs windows and those upstairs that are easy to reach. If you are fitting new
doors or windows, make sure the ones you buy are certified to the current British Standards.
Beware of bogus callers
‘Distraction burglars’, known as bogus callers, will distract your attention in order to get into your home to
steal your money or belongings.
If anyone you don’t know turns up at your door, you should always ask to see their identification before
letting them in. Only let someone into your home when you are absolutely sure they are genuine.
Bogus callers may pose as water, electricity or gas-board workers, council workers or police officers; so
they can steal money or property from your home. You can prevent this type of crime if you take
precautions.
To reduce the risk of becoming a victim of this crime, remember the following three steps:
Stop before you open the door
Chain put it on
Check ask the caller for their identification - and check it by phoning the company they say they’re from before letting them in. Use the phone number in the phone book, not on an identity card.
The 'Waterboard' no longer exists, it is an obsolete phrase used only by bogus callers.
If you're not sure who is at your door, don't open it.
Join Neighbourhood Watch
You can help keep your street safer by getting involved with your local Neighbourhood Watch team.
By working with your neighbours to look out for each other’s property, you can make burglars’ work much
harder.

Home Security while on Holiday
Have you taken adequate safety precautions to secure the contents of your home while you are on
holiday? Crime statistics show that around 50% of all burglaries occur when a house or a flat is unoccupied.
The Risks of Leaving Your House Unguarded
Going on holiday is an annual occurrence for most people and much time is given for preparation for the
trip. However, how much time do you spend on securing your property and possessions to ensure that you
don’t return home to any nasty surprises such as a burgled house? It is vitally important that you consider
the risks of leaving your home unattended for so long and implement precautions, some of which are quite
simple, so that your home is left as secure as possible. This can be achieved by planning your home security
ahead of your holiday.
A Few Simple Guidelines
Tell a member of your family, local friend or trusted neighbour that you plan to go on holiday and inform
them of the details of your holiday such as when you are leaving and when they can expect you to be back
in the house. Ask them to carry out day-to-day tasks such as keeping the garden clean or going into the
house every day to make it appear that the house is still occupied and being used and maintained. Always
leave your contact address and/or telephone number with the person you are entrusting with the
caretaking of your home. Be prepared to offer these people the same courtesy when they are planning
their holiday.
Cancel delivery of milk or newspapers. This way potential intruders will not be alerted to your absence by
the build-up of milk and newspapers on your doorstep.
If a potential intruder wants to check if someone has left their house unoccupied, one way they can do this
is to look through the letterbox to see if there is a build-up of post lying on the floor by the door. To avert
this, either ask the person looking after your house to collect the mail and put it out of sight of prying eyes
or use The Royal Mail's 'Keepsafe' service which will keep your mail for you while away. Alternatively, if
your holiday takes you to somewhere in the UK and you would prefer to receive your mail, you could
always give people the address of a Post Office near your destination and pick up your mail from there.
This service is usually available abroad as well.
Security Timer switches are a great idea for holiday security. They usually work as a plug socket adapter
with a timer built in. The timer runs so long as the adapter is plugged in and the plug socket switched on.
The timer can be then set to automatically give power to anything that is plugged into it such as lights,
radios or other appliances. This gives the appearance that someone is in the property and helps to deter
burglars. You could also invest in a Remote Phone Switcher which allows you to dial in to your home
telephone and instruct the unit to turn activate whatever appliance is plugged into it..
Before you leave ensure that valuable equipment, such as your TVs, videos, DVD Players or Hi-Fi
equipment is placed where it cannot easily be seen from the outside. If the TV and Video are situated in a
TV cabinet, close the doors of the cabinet before you go.
Check your window security measures. 30% of all burglaries start with an insecure window as an entry
point. If need be, fit window locks. You may only be going a away for a week or two but our range of
window locks will provide security for your house whenever you leave it and are considered a good
precaution to have all the time.
Try not to discuss holiday plans in public places where strangers may hear details. You never know who
may be listening.
Never put your full home address on your luggage when you are travelling. The smarter thief may be able
to tell from this that you are away and have full details of your home. A name and postcode is sufficient.
If there are valuable documents or items that you are leaving in your house while away. Either place them
in a safe or take them to your bank who will gladly deposit them in their own safe while you are away.

Defensive Plants & Shrubs
Spiny shrubs and trees have been used for many hundreds of years to create defensive barriers.
Please note that the effectiveness of these plants will wholly depend on how you use them. Ground cover
pricklies are used to keep people away from things or make people walk along a particular route, some are
shrubs/small trees that can be used for hedging barriers and some are for growing over walls and fences to
make climbing impossible or at least very difficult. Do also bear in mind that there are thousands of
injuries in the garden each year and some of these are eye injuries caused by weeding around and pruning
spiny shrubs. So do wear goggles in these circumstances and put covers on the top of supporting sticks –
another cause of eye injuries.
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Berberis

All Berberis are spiny and make excellent barrier hedges.
Many of the deciduous varieties have good autumn
colour, flowers and berries

D

3

Berberis
group

carminea

‘
Buccaneer
’

Rounded shrub

1.2

D

3

Berberis

x
ottawensis

‘ Purpurea
’

Purple-leaved
upright shrub

1.8

D

2

Berberis
group

carminea

‘ Pirate
King ’

Erect dense
branches, difficult
to penetrate

1.2

D

2

Berberis

thunbergii

‘
Atropurpur
ea ’

A vigorous,
purple-leaved
shrub

1.2

D

2

Berberis

thunbergii

‘ Red Chief
’

Wine-coloured
foliage on upright
branches

1.5

D

3

Berberis

thunbergii

SE

3

Berberis

E

2

E

‘ Rose
Glow ’

Mottled purple-,
pink- and whiteleaved shrub

1.2

wilsonea

A semi-evergreen,
dense shrub

1.2

Berberis

darwinii

A popular and
very thorny shrub

2

1

Berberis

gagnepaini
i

A large thorny
shrub with razorsharp leaves

1.5

E

1

Berberis

julianae

Long, threearmed spines and
sharp leaves

2.7

E

1

Berberis

x
stenophyll
a

Virtually
impenetrable
thicket of arched,
spined branches

1.8

E

2

Berberis

verruculos
a

A sturdy shrub
with spiny leaves

1.2

D

3

Chaenomel
es

speciosa

A thorn-bearing
shrub with white
flowers that is
often wall trained

2

E

1

Colletia

paradoxa

A very thorny
shrub, with
scented white
flowers

1.5

SE

3

Corokia

cotoneaste
r

From New
Zealand, a tangle
of branches

1

D

1

Crataegus

monogyna
(hawthorn)

Native to Britain
this shrub or tree
is ideal for a
hedge barrier.
White flowers

7+ (tree)

D

2

Crataegus

oxycantha
(Syn.
laevigata)

Similar to
monogyna with
double red
flowers.
Commonly grown
as a tree

9+ (tree)

' Jet Trail '
(Japanese
Quince)

‘Pauls
Scarlet’

D

1

Crataegus

prunifolia

Grown as a shrub
or tree with very
strong and
abundant thorns

3.5 (tree)

D

1

Elaeagnus

augustifoli
a

‘ Russian
Olive ’

A fast growing,
spiny shrub with
scented flowers

2

E

2

Elaeagnus

x ebbingei

' Limelight
'

A dense
evergreen shrub
with fragrant
flowers

2

E

3

Elaeagnus

pungens

‘ Maculata
’

Less vigorous
that x ebbingei,
but variegated
gold and green
leaves

3+

SE

2

Genista

hispanica
(Spanish
gorse)

A low-growing
dense shrub with
yellow flowers .
Requires dry soil
and sun

1

SE

3

Genista

aetnensis
(Mount
Etna
Broom)

Taller than
hispanica, but
less dense with
yellow flowers

1.4

D

1

Hippophae

rhamnoide
s (Sea
Buckthorn)

A wind- and salttolerant dense
shrub. A good
deterrent plant for
poor soils

2

E

3

Ilex

x
altaclarens
is

E

2

Ilex

aquifolium
(Common
Holly)

E

3

Ilex

aquifolium

‘ Golden
King ’

Argentea
Marginata

Ideal for
defensive
hedging with
gold-edged
leaves, but no
berries
Native to Britain
and ideal for
barrier plantings.
Grows on most
soil types

2

A slower growing
holly with good
berries

1.5

E

3

Ilex

aquifolium

Golden
Queen

Male goldenvariegated holly,
but no berries

E

3

Mahonia

aquifolium

' Apollo '

A low growing
shrub with spiny
leaves

1.2+

E

2

Mahonia

x media

‘ Charity ’

A relatively taller
hybrid with
sharper leaves
and better shape

1.5+

E

3

Olearia

macrodont
a (New
Zealand
Holly)

A useful shrub for
exposed sites,
with silvertoothed leaves
and fragrant
flowers

1.5

D

2

Poncirus

trifoliate
(Crown of
Thorns)

Slow growing
impenetrable
shrub with
scented flowers.
Prefers good, dry
soil

1.8

D

1

Prunus

spinosa
(Blackthor
n, Sloe)

Native to Britain,
this is an
excellent dense
defensive shrub
or small tree.
Produces sloe
berries

1.8

E

1

Pyracantha

coccinea
(Firethorn)

Many
varieties

Bushy, spiny
shrub with
orange/red
berries

Up to 2.5

E

1

Pyracantha

coccinea

‘Mojave’

A bushy, spiny
shrub with red
berries

2.5

D

2

Rhamnus

frangula
(Alder
Buckthorn)

Native to Britain,
a vigorous
growing shrub
ideal for wet,
peaty soils

1.5

SE

3

Ribes

speciosum

A dense, spiny
bush with
fuchsia-like
flowers

1.2

D

3

‘ Rosea ’

Robinia

hispida

Rosa

There are over 400 varieties within the Rosa family. The
following listed shrub varieties are most suited for
defensive planting. Not all climbing and rambling roses
are suitable as some are thornless, e.g. R. ‘Zephirine
Drouhin’.

D

2

Rosa

R

officinalis

D

2

Rosa

R

moyesii

D

3

Rosa

R

D

2

Rosa

D

2

D

Sparselybranched, but
thorny shrub,
which is good on
walls. Pink
flowers

The Lancaster
rose. Red flowers

1.2

‘ Geranium
’

A very thorny tall
shrub rose with
pitcher-shaped
hips and red
flowers

2

moyesii

‘Ballerina’

A ground cover
rose. Pink
flowers

R

moyesii

‘Dunwich
Rose’

A very vigorous
ground cover
rose. White
flowers

Rosa

R

rugosa
(many
available)

‘Blanc de
Coubert’

Very spiny stems
with large
flowers. White
flowers

2

Rosa

R

rugosa

‘Frau
Dagmar
Hastrup’

Very spiny stems
with large
flowers. Pink
flowers

D

2

Rosa

R

rugosa

‘Sarah van
Fleet’

Very spiny stems
with large
flowers. Pink
flowers

D

2

Rosa

R

rugosa

‘Emily
Gray’

A vigorous
rambler with
double scented
flowers. Gold
flowers

3

D

2

Rosa

R

‘ Albertine
’

A vigorous
rambler ideal for
growing on south
facing walls and
fences. 3m
spread

5

1.5

D

2

Rosa

C

‘Guinée’

A strong climber.
Scarlet flowers

3

D

2

Rosa

C

‘Leaping
Salmon’

Ideal for climbing
pergolas, arches,
along fences.
1.8m spread
Medium pink
flowers

3

D

2

Rosa

C

‘ School
Girl ’

Disease resistant.
Orange apricot
flowers

3.6

D

2

Rosa

C

‘Allen
Chandler’

A vigorous
climber. Dark red
flowers

9

D

2

Rosa

C

‘Breath of
Life’

2.2m spread.
Apricot pink
flowers

2.8

D

2

Rosa

C

‘High
Hopes’

2.2m spread.
Pink yellow
flowers

3

D

1

Rubus

cockburnia
nus

Tall, spine
covered,
whitewashed
stems forming a
wall of thorns.
Quick to establish
on most soils

E

3

Smilax

aspera

A prickly climber
for walls and
fences, however
quite rare

E

1

Ulex

europaeus
(Common
Goarse)

Native to Britain
this is a superb
barrier shrub,
which will grow
well on poor dry
soils

E

1

Ulex

europaeus

‘Plenus’

As above, but
with double
yellow flowers

1.5

Door Security
This security handle makes it much harder for the intruder to snap your lock by completely shrouding it in
protection.
The difference of its cast steel protection is felt as soon as you pick it up at 1.2Kg. The edges are contoured
to make it even harder for the intruder to get a firm grip, but even if he does get hold the handle is
connected using hardened M6 fixings not the standard M5 machine screws. The anti-drill rotating disc
shields the lock face from a drill attack.

● Solid cast steel body makes brute attacks more difficult
● Handle design covers the cylinder to eliminate lock snapping/bumping
● SBD Police logo on handle acts as a visual deterrent
● Available in a choice of 6 colours
● Quick and easy to install onto wooden, composite or PVC doors
Est £25-£36

The Method of Lock Snapping
The method of lock snapping involves breaking the cylinder to then manipulate the lock to open. Whilst
you may think that all the multi locking points on your door make it secure, it’s important to realise they
are all operated by the cylinder – this is the weakest point and if compromised all the locking points are
rendered useless.

How to prevent Cylinder Snapping / Lock Snapping
Lock snapping is a burglary technique which involves snapping a particular type of lock cylinder in two by
applying the right amount of force and removing the outside part to expose the locking mechanism
So it’s clear that lock snapping is a real threat, but the important thing to realise is that there’s a simple
solution. It’s not something to be afraid of, simply something to be aware of and take action to prevent.

To protect yourself against lock snapping there are essential three ways to go.
OPTION 1 – Sold Secure 312 Diamond Approved Cylinder
By fitting a Sold Secure Diamond approved cylinder ( SS312 ), will help you minimise the likelihood of
being burgled using this method of lock snapping.
OPTION 2 – 3 Star Kitemark
If a SS312 Diamond cylinder isn’t used then it should at least reach the 3star Kitemark standard to provide
true resistance to snapping.
OPTION 3 – 1 Star Kitemark Cylinder with 2 Star Door Furniture
A 1 star kitemark cylinder fitted with a 2 star kite mark door furniture (handle, cylinder guard)

Single “Half” cylinder
format for garage
locks
or external only
locking.

A Typical cylinder That Has Been Snapped
Anti-Snap cylinders have a 'snap-off' section integrated which will come away if a burglar was to try and
snap the lock, making the cylinder shorter, thus making it more difficult to grasp. With the help of built in
grip defenders it makes getting hold of the cylinder even harder. Not only that but anti-snap locks have a
hardened bar which won’t snap, it will only flex making snapping almost impossible.

What Does a Correctly Fitted Euro Lock Cylinder Look Like?

Incorrect Cylinder Fitting

Correct Fitting

Door Security

Say Goodbye to Keys

With ConexisTM L1 your smartphone is
now your key. There’s no need to
leave keys under the mat or worry
about the hassle of replacing them if
they go missing.

Stay in Control
Send mobile keys to family and friends.
Choose to give access for a few weeks or
hours - It’s up to you. You can even revoke
mobile keys, key cards, key tags and phone
tags in an instant. (5 Mobile Keys are
included - Additional Mobile Keys can be
purchased via the App).

Know who comes and goes

Have peace of mind knowing your loved
ones are home safely. When using mobile
keys you can receive a notification informing
you they are home.

Simple as 1,2,3

Open your door via PIN code, key card, key tag, remote fob and even from your
smartphone when connected to a smart home system
The Keyless Connected Smart
Door Lock is compatible with
most 60mm backset
Nightlatches. Making it a quick
and easy installation.

Door & Window Security











Suitable for inward opening windows and
patio doors on the handle side
Device and window are locked with the
securing bolt
New: locks with 2 turns, First turn: slightly
press in the bolt = locking function
(protection of the persons inside), Second
turn: press in the bolt completely = dead
bolted
Opening the device from the dead bolted
position with the key

The combination window lock
The window combination lock, a VdS and DIN-approved window lock with an appealing design for windows
and patio doors that open inwards. The window lock is opened by means of a number code. Ideal for
anyone who struggles to find the right key.
Multiple locks can easily be combined and programmed together. The solid casing and the double steel
bolt guarantee the high level of security of this lock and provide excellent protection against break-ins. The
claw-action bolt also effectively prevents the window from being levered open.
According to an independent testing institute, the window locks are able to withstand a force in excess of a
tonne. The combination lock is therefore well above the security rating required by the VdS and thus offers
plenty of additional security.

Home Security System Alarms
Types of burglar alarm
Firstly, you need to decide what you would like to happen when your alarm goes off:
Bells-only alarms make a noise, but don't contact anyone.
81% of alarm owners own a bells-only alarm. It's worth thinking about the kind of area you live in before
deciding to get a bells-only alarm. Is there an active neighbourhood watch that gives you confidence that
someone will call the police in an emergency? If not, do you have friends and relatives who live close by
who you could count on to take action? You can install one of these alarms yourself, or you can pay a oneoff fee to have it installed by a professional.
Pros
 You don't have to pay for a monitoring contract.
 Having an alarm, no matter what type, can help to deter a burglar.
 You can install it yourself.
Cons
 You won't be alerted when your alarm goes off unless someone nearby hears it and knows how to
contact you.
 Without anyone to stop a break-in, the alarm on its own may not deter burglars.

Dialer burglar alarms automatically dial your phone number, or that of nominated friends and family,
when the alarm is triggered.
Dialer burglar alarm if you're not comfortable with the idea of relying on a neighbour to let you know if
your alarm goes off, you could consider a dialer alarm, also called an auto dialer. 12% of the people with
standalone alarms have one of these. With these alarms, the dialer will contact you, or nominated friends
and family, when your alarm is triggered. This means that you or they can then contact the police or ask a
neighbour to investigate the issue. A dialer alarm will contact you or nominated friends and family if the
alarm is triggered. Most dialer alarms allow you to programme a list of between three and 10 phone
numbers, which will be called in the priority order you've set. The first person it successfully contacts is
able to stop the rest of the numbers from being contacted. Some more hi-tech models can also alert you if
there is a fire or flood in your home, or connect to a panic button. There are two types of dialer alarm:
Speech dialers use your phone line to call the numbers you have assigned. This means you'll need to have a
landline, and wires connecting it to the alarm. GSM dialers use mobile network signals, so you don't need a
phone line and there's no need to run wires. But you will have to buy a Sim card and make sure it's topped
up with enough credit to make the calls when needed. You'll also need to make sure your home has a
strong mobile phone signal before you go ahead.
Pros
 You won't have to pay for a monitoring contract.
 You or the people you've nominated will be alerted when the alarm is triggered.
 If you buy one with additional detectors, it can also warn you about other dangers, such as fires.
Cons




You or your nominated contact(s) might be unavailable when alerted.
If you choose a GSM dialer, a weak mobile network signal will affect how well it works.
If you get a speech dialer, you'll need a landline and will have extra wiring in your home.

Smart home-security systems contact you or family members when the alarm goes off through a
smartphone or tablet app.
Smart home-security systems connect to your smartphone or tablet, or those of family members. This
means you, or they, will be alerted when your alarm is triggered. These systems also allow you to control
your smart security from your phone, even when you're away from home. Just 7% of alarm owners have
one of these systems. There are a lot of options when it comes to smart home security. In all cases, you will
need a central hub that connects to all other compatible devices via wi-fi, in the same way that a standard
alarm connects to sensors around your home. You can then connect elements to it, depending on the
system you choose, including motion sensors, cameras, and lighting sockets that allow you to switch lights
on and off when you're out. You can install smart systems yourself, although a professional installer will
know the best possible positions for the items you've chosen. Smart systems can be expensive, especially if
you want to add a lot of extra components. A basic kit can cost around £200, but will come with only the
main hub and a few sensors. It's likely you'll need more to cover your entire house. Other addable smart
security gadgets are available, including door locks and security lights.
Pros
 Sends alerts when you're away from home.
 Can be monitored and controlled from your smartphone.
 You can set up a smart system yourself.
Cons




Not all smart security systems are a deterrent - it depends on the components you get and where
you place them.
As with a GSM dialer, whether or not you're alerted depends on your mobile network signal.
They can become expensive depending on the elements you choose.

Police monitoring This type of contract means the police will be contacted by the receiving centre when
your alarm is triggered. If you would like this kind of contract, it's important to check that the company you
choose is registered with the local police force. When your alarm goes off, two indicators within the house,
such as a door contact and a motion sensor, must both have been triggered to warrant police call-out. This
is to avoid false alarms wasting police time. According to the Metropolitan Police, a massive 92% of all
alarm activations in the UK in recent years have been false alarms. If your system has three false alarms in
12 months, you’re struck off the police register, and they won’t respond if the alarm goes off. It's worth
noting that paying for this service doesn't guarantee that the police will come out. It depends on what
other incidents are happening at the time, and what resources are available. If Police are fairly certain
there's someone in the premises, it's a higher priority.
Pros
 The police will be automatically contacted if your alarm goes off.
 Some companies also offer alarm maintenance.
Cons





You have to pay a monthly or annual fee.
You can't install the system yourself.
There is no guarantee that the police will go to your home.
After a certain number of false alarms, the police won't respond to any call-outs.

A monitoring contract means you pay a company monthly or annually to take action or call the police if
the alarm goes off.
Of the people surveyed who have a monitoring contract, 72% said that having one seems very worthwhile.
You can get monitoring contracts for wired or wireless alarms, but both the alarm itself and the installation
must conform to certain standards - you won't be able to install it yourself. There are two types of
monitoring contract: keyholder and police response. In either case, you pay a monthly or annual fee, and
then the monitoring company will alert a nominated keyholder or the police when the alarm goes off. The
alarm system connects to a receiving centre, which is notified each time your alarm is triggered. First, the
receiving centre will call your home's landline to ask for password identification. If this is incorrect or no
one answers, it will take action. This is either to inform the keyholder(s), or to call the police, depending on
what type of contract you have.
Keyholder monitoring Keyholder monitoring is done through a company (the 'receiving centre'), which will
either respond itself when the alarm is triggered, or contact your nominated keyholders. These companies
usually also offer maintenance contracts and can remotely check for problems - just make sure you get a
breakdown of any extra costs this could incur before committing. Nominated keyholders must live within
20 minutes of the house, be able to drive, and have access to the house. It's your responsibility to keep the
alarm company up to date with their details, and suggest alternatives if they are away. A number of
installers we spoke to didn't believe monitoring contracts with nominated keyholders are any better than
having a dialer, especially as there's an annual cost involved. However, the 24-hour service offered by
monitoring may make you feel more secure, and the company will be liable if no action is taken in the
event of a burglary.
Pros
 Some companies also offer alarm maintenance.
 A dedicated company is on hand to take action if there is a problem at your home, and is liable if it
doesn't.
Cons




It costs money each month or year.
You cannot install the system yourself. Keyholders must live close to your home.
It's up to you to keep your contact list up to date.

Which alarm system?
The second decision you'll need to make is whether to opt for a wireless alarm system or a traditional
wired one.
Wireless alarms use battery-powered sensors that communicate with a control panel using radio signals.
These alarms tend to look nicer and are generally easier to install - you can often do it yourself. You can
easily add additional sensors, and removing the system when you move house is a lot less tricky than for
wired versions.
However, wireless systems are usually more expensive, and you will need batteries for all components,
such as the control panel and all sensors.
Wired systems, on the other hand, need wires running to each of the sensors to work. These systems may
be cheaper to buy, but they are more expensive to have installed: the wires need to be hidden away, so
labour costs are higher.

So which is the right type of alarm for your property?
Security experts have recommend the following:








Apartment: Wireless alarm,
House/bungalow (finished décor): Wireless alarm.
House/bungalow (renovation project): Hybrid alarm, where cables can be routed under floorboards, chased
into walls and holes drilled will all be made good during renovation.
House/bungalow (new build): Hybrid alarm, providing the cable installation (AKA - 1st fix) can be done during
construction phase.
Very Large Property: Hybrid or hard-wired alarm as wireless range may struggle to provide adequate
coverage.
Office/commercial unit: Hard wired or hybrid alarm, where cable can be routed above suspended ceilings.
Industrial unit: Hard wired or hybrid alarm, where cable can be routed in cable trays and trunking is
acceptable.

Burglar alarm FAQ
Can I fit a burglar alarm myself?
You can fit any alarm yourself with the exception of a monitored system.
You will need to be confident with DIY in general to do this. There will be, depending on your level of
experience, up to a day’s work involved for a standard-sized home.
However, please be careful when hardwiring the burglar alarm panel into your electrics system.
Other than the danger involved in doing it yourself, it may be better to get an expert in.
Will I need planning permission for a burglar alarm?
It is very unlikely. However, if you live in a listed building or within a conservation area, it’s always wise to
check with your local planning and heritage teams to get their feedback before you do anything.
Can pets set off my burglar alarm?
Yes they can but there are a couple of clever solutions you might want to ask your installer about.
If you have a small pet (cat, small dog, rabbit, etc) who is not prone to jumping on furniture or worktops,
you can ask your installer to include pet-friendly PIRs on your system. This doesn’t monitor body heat right
to the ground so it’s not able to see your cat curling up in front of the fire for a sleep.
If you do have pets that like to climb on things or you have a very big dog, ask your installer about installing
window and door sensors instead.
Should my burglar alarm installer belong to any professional body or have any particular qualifications?
It is recommended that you work with professionals who belong to these organisations:
British Security Industry Association (BSIA)
NSI (National Security Inspectorate)
SSAIB (Security Systems and Alarms Inspection Board)
Where can I buy a burglar alarm from?
If you want to install a system yourself, there are many places on the high street and online which can sell
you a variety of different systems including the control panels, sensors, and key fobs.
If you want someone else to install the system for you, there are thousands of companies in the UK who
will do this. You will end up paying more than a system you install yourself but you will benefit from peace
of mind that it’s been done by a professional.

Who can I get to install my burglar alarm?
There are two types of companies which generally install burglar alarms:



Specialist home security companies
Local electrical contractors

Before I get a burglar alarm, what should I ask my installer?
Remember that your burglar alarm system is an investment in you, your home, and your family’s safety.
You should make sure that you ask the following:









Which company do you use for your monitoring and how quick are they at responding?
Are you sure the layout of sensors you’ve planned will really keep me as safe as possible?
How long will it take to have it installed once I’ve ordered it?
How many alarms have you installed in the local area? Can I speak with some of your existing
customers?
How long have you been trading? or if it’s a brand new company How long have you been fitting
alarms for?
What happens if the alarm is triggered off by my pets even though you don’t think it will be?
If my alarm breaks down, how quickly can you fix it and how much would it cost?
Who looks after my system if you cease trading?

Glass Guard Window Alert Alarm
Glass Guard vibration/shock
sensitive glass break or force
window Alert alarm also
suitable for protection of
individual items of property
against unauthorised
movement.

Ave Price : £4.99 (Ex.
VAT)

The Glass Guard Window Alarm is an effective low cost vibration alarm that can be used for securing
windows or patio doors.
The Glass Guard can also be used as a personal property alarm to protect Computers, T'Vs, video's and
cabinets etc. Supplied with batteries and strong adhesive tape.

Door/Window Alarm with Chime
Magnetic Contact Window or Door Alarm
with Chime function

Ave Price : £4.99 (Ex. VAT)

This product is simplicity itself, and quick to install. It can be used as an alert to warn you and welcome
visitors when set in the chime mode or when in alarm mode it will emit 110 decibels which will deter
unauthorised entry and alert others. Can be fitted to doors, windows, display cabinets, or to cupboard
doors where young children are about? It could also be fitted to a Stair Gate so that as soon as anyone
opens the gate, the chime sounds.

Battery Operated Vibration Door Alarm with Magnetic Contact
Keypad Operated Door Security Alarm with
Vibration Sensor and Magnetic Contact

Ave Price : £14.99 (Ex. VAT)

A simple and very effective alarm system that may be used on doors or windows but is especially useful on
the garage or shed door. The alarm will trigger following a 5 second entry delay when either Shock or
Vibration is sensed or the magnet contact separates by more than 1 cm this will enable a person to know if
a door is opened.
This alarm also has a solar panel to help run the unit so as to give up to 18 months use on a set of batteries.
You will set up you own 4 digit code for using this alarm and of it may be changed at any time .

PIR Curtain Alarm With Chime
Our Curtain Alarm With Chime
is purposely designed to
protect an open window or
unlocked doorway by alerting
you of an attempted entry. In
the Chime mode it acts to
welcome visitors.
Ave Price : £8.32 (Ex. VAT)

The Innovative Curtain Alarm has a 30 Degree PIR sensor
allowing it to detect motion in the window and door area only,
reducing false alarms. Has a choice of 'chime' or a powerful
120dB 'alarm' function to warn off intruders.

Portable Door Guardian Door Handle alarm
A brilliant new Door
Handle Alarm designed
specifically to combat
the 'sneak-in' type of
theft.

Ave Price : £5.99
(Ex. VAT)

A must have item for anyone that travels and wants that extra
security and peace of mind. Used on almost any door (except allmetal doors or all plastic handles) it will ' sense ' someone putting
their hand on to the exterior door handle and lets off the alarm
frightening them away and alerting you and others. The Portable
Door Guardian Door Handle Alarm automatically resets and is useful
in places where door security is poor or non-existent.

Key fob PIR Shed Intruder Alarm (Battery Operated) also
ideal for Tack Rooms etc.
Keyfob operated PIR Room/shed or garage
intruder alarm.

Ave Price : £18.29 (Ex. VAT)

This product is simple and very effective. The movement sensor has an approximate range of 7m covering
a vastly improved 60 degree angle on the vertical and 110 degrees on the horizontal. When set, the alarm
is activated by the sensor when movement is detected. After a short entry delay of about 4 seconds, the
130dB siren will sound which may be quickly activated and deactivated by the Key fob remote control.

GUARDCAM-LED Combined CCTV Camera and Security Flood Light







Combined LED Floodlight and Camera Record 720P
720P High Definition Video Recording
Audible warning with the ability to record your own message
4GB SD card supplied / Maximum allowable card size 32GB
12M PIR detection range

A complete all-in-one PIR floodlight with built in CCTV camera, Speaker for audible alert and DVR
recording system. Simply fix to the wall, connect to the mains power supply, set the time and date and
switch on.
Ave price £95.00

Dummy CCTV Cameras
External Infra-Red Dummy Camera with Mounting Bracket All New External Quality fake Infra-Red
Compact Dummy Camera with Mounting Bracket & 23 Infrared LED's that glow at night. Batteries supplied

Ave Price £19.99

Dummy External CCTV Camera with Flashing LED With a 10 year non corrosion Guarantee,

Ave Price £31.01

Dummy Dome External Camera On Arm with Red LED Dummy Dome External Camera On Adjustable
Bracket Arm with flashing red LED

Ave Price £17.99

Flush Mounting Internal Dummy Dome Camera with Infra-Red Lighting Flush Mounting Internal Dummy
Dome Camera in black with realistic Infra-Red LED's. Designed for fitting flush to a ceiling or wall.

Ave Price £14.89

Chaperone® Internal Dummy Camera with Mains Powered Pan Motor Internal Dummy Camera complete
with Electronic Panning Motor to swing the camera smoothly through 180 degrees

Ave Price £25.99

Professional External Dummy Security Camera External Quality Die-Cast Aluminium Dummy CCTV Camera
with Junction Box and Flashing LED

Ave Price £64.99

Professional Wireless CCTV Camera Monitoring System
Professional Wireless Monitoring Camera
System with 100m Range Line of Sight
(extendable to 300-400m or even 1Km)

Ave Price : £166.66 (Ex. VAT)

Easy to install and operate, the system consists of an external quality Wireless CCTV Camera with 30 InfraRed Led's and a small Receiver unit that connects to a monitor (not supplied) or straight into your TV with
the supplied Scart lead.
Gives quality colour images and low light night vision down to 3 Lux using the Infra-Red illumination that is
built into the camera front, plus audio pick up so you may also listen in.
If the 100m range (line of sight) is not enough because either the walls between the Receiver and the
Camera are too solid or the camera is to be sited further away, then you can add a Directional 15dB
Antenna to either end and effectively increase the range to 300-400m. If that is still insufficient you can
add an Antenna to EACH end and you may well achieve up to 1Km.
At work:
Use it on a Loading bay, vulnerable office, main entrance, store room, rear entrance, or perhaps an
unattended reception area and even a car park. Perfect for use outside in open vulnerable areas because
we can supply it with crocodile clips power cable for connecting to a car battery (about 2-3 weeks use
between charging).
At home:
Use it to keep an eye on your car on the driveway, a rear or side garden vulnerable to access, watch over a
home office, main entrance, valuable animal pen or outhouses, stables and barns etc. There is no limit to
the capabilities.
Each system can handle up to 4 wireless Digital CCD Cameras but if fitting to a Recording device, remember
you can only record one channel at a time so if you need to be able to record all cameras, you need a
separate system for each camera & connect each one to your recorder.
Extra Cameras are also available so that you can use up to 4 cameras on the Receiver for monitoring only.
We also offer a good quality DVR so that you can have your images recorded for future use if needed but
remember that if you have more than one camera and want to record all cameras simultaneously, you will
need to ensure that you have 4 Receivers as well.

Garden/Driveway Security & Driveway Alarms
Driveway Alarms are designed to let you know whenever someone or something is approaching your
home, office or business and are a useful addition to any burglar alarm system already in place on the
property itself. Whether you want it for your driveway, rear garden or a side entrance for the house, or to
warn you of someone approaching a farmyard shop, a loading bay or an unmanned reception area these
are the perfect answer and we have the type of alarm for just about any occasion with some working up to
a distance of a mile, making them useful for large estates and farms etc.

Home/Residential Driveway Alarm Entry level wireless alarm that alerts you when anyone enters your
garden or driveway up to 60m range.

Ave Price £59.99

Dakota Long Range Driveway Alarm A Driveway Alarm with up to 800m Range between sensor and
receiver

Ave Price £215.99

Skylink 160m Range Driveway Alarm With Motion Sensor Skylink Driveway Alarm With Motion Sensor
that works over 160m range.

AvePrice £99.00

Ranch Wireless Driveway Alarm up to 300m Range Ranch Driveway Alarm protects your entrance gate or
driveway up to 300m range to the Receiver

Ave Price £199.99

Spectrum Wireless Driveway Alarm This is Driveway Alarm for the large estate or Farm with a 500m range!
and may be extended up to 1Km

Ave Price £319.00

Professional Long Range Perimeter Alarm with up to 1Km Range Professional Infra-Red Perimeter Beam
Alarm covering a distance of 40m between beams.

Ave Price £347.22

Wireless Perimeter Detection

A wireless perimeter alarm systems have many applications for external detection.
The detection device is a professional, solar recharging, point-to-point infrared beam, NOT to be confused
with false alarming PIR sensors.
No mains wiring required, No frequent replacement of batteries.
The security systems are ideal for farm security including protection of stables, outbuildings and entrances,
compound security, businesses with yards and vulnerable perimeters, rural residential properties and
holiday homes.
This type of system alerts you immediately when a person or a vehicle passes through the security beam.
Protect multiple external areas of your property by adding up to 6 security beams.

700-fsk Wireless Driveway Alarm / Perimeter Alarm System –

Single Beam + Two Zone Receiver

Single Beam +
Two Zone Long Range Receiver
Includes:
1 x Security Beam
1 x 2 Zone Long Range Base Receiver
Rod Antenna
1 x Power Adapter
2 x Solar Panel
1 x Fitting Kit
Instructions
Wireless Beam Features
Solar Re-Charging - NO WIRING
Point-To-Point Infrared Beam - extremely reliable outdoors
Immune from false alerts due to small animals, adverse weather, birds etc
Wireless Transmitter
Range Up To 1Km (1.5Km Line Of Sight) - up to 3Km using Megabeam Booster Antenna
Beam Span adjustable from 15m to 40m
Intelligent communications with receiver for diagnostics and beam status
Robust and weatherproof - IP rated enclosures - even smaller than 600-S
Add multiple Security Beams
Easy DIY Installation
Battery life approx 3years
2 Zone Base Receiver Features
Up to 1Km Range - (m Line Of Sight)
12V - Can work off 12V Battery
Audible Zone ID
Visual Zone ID Via Flashing LEDs
4 Second 12V output - used to power pocket receiver transmitter
Incorporate With Burglar Alarm
Incorporate With CCTV
Drive Sirens, Security Strobes
Add GSM Text Message Module
Add up to 2 security beams
Intelligent communications with beam set for diagnostics and beam status
Emergency beam battery charge connector

GD-04
GSM Text Message Module
Includes:
1 x GSM Module
Instructions
Receive intruder alerts anywhere in the world.
Ideal for remote security for homes, holiday homes, farms, businesses, stables, orchards, nurseries etc.
Know when to view your internet CCTV cameras.
Plugs directly into Parabeam 600-S base receiver with no additional power source required.
We can program phone numbers and alert names to your specification before despatch.
Uses pay as you go or account SIM card of your chosen mobile network
Can auto dial up to 8 telephone numbers to receiver alert text messages and phone call alerts.
Turn on/off by free phone call to SIM number.
User programmable inputs and outputs via GD-04 Link Cable below or manufacturers settings web page.
Activate relay output via phone call or text message to operate lights etc.
£249.00

GD-04 Link
Includes:
1 x GSM Module
Link Cable Set1 x Software & Info DVDThe GD-04P link cable allows you to connect the GD-04 Text Message
Module to a PC through a USB port and perform any desired configuration using free downloadable GDLink
software.
Easily add and remove up to 8 mobile phone numbers numbers which require to receive text and phone
call alerts or control the GD-04.

Includes:
1 x Pocket Pager
2 x Battery
1 x Belt Clip
1 x Relay Transmitter
A must have add-on to any Parabeam Driveway Alarm / Perimeter Alarm system.
Receive alerts either direct from the security beam transmitter or from the relay transmitter supplied
powered by the 2 or 6 zone long range base receiver.
Still receive alerts while you're out in the paddock, garden or out-buildings.
When alerted, Parabeam's base receiver powers the relay transmitter and gives 100 meters range (open
air) to the pocket pager.
Features include: Choice of 10 pre-programmed tunes & tones, belt clip, cord aerial with security clip,
L.E.D. flasher, silent mode (just flasher), batteries included.

12V weatherproof Siren
Easily add this weatherproof external / internal alarm siren to the Parabeam system.
At 116 dBA it's very loud and can be powered directly from the Base Receiver's timed output.
Ideal as a deterrent when an intruder has been detected. Would also give and extra audible alarm for
neighbours or security staff.
Specifications:
Voltage: 6 to 16Vdc (12V nominal)
Current: 300mA
Sound output: 116 dBA
Frequency range: 06 to 12kHz
Size: 90mm dia. x 110mm long

Additional Security Beam
Includes:
1 x Beamset (Emitter & Transmitter)
2 x Internal Battery Pack
2 x Solar Panel with 5 Meters of Cable
Instructions
Solar Re-Charging - NO WIRING
Point-To-Point Infrared Beam - extremely reliable in outdoors
immune from false alerts due to small animals, adverse weather, birds etc
Wireless Transmitter
Range Up To 400m (1000m Line Of Sight) - up to 3Km using Megabeam Booster Antenna
Beam Span Up To 50m
Robust and weatherproof - IP rated enclosures
Add to multiple Security Beams / Receivers
Easy DIY Installation
Battery life approx 3years

Additional Wireless Base Receiver - Six Zone

1 x Base Receiver
1 x Power Adapter
Up to 400m Range - (1000m Line Of Sight)
12V - Can work off 12V Battery
Adjustable Alert Volume
Audible Zone ID
Visual Zone ID Via Flashing LEDs
Time Programmable 12V Outputs for powering sirens, strobes and switching mains relays.
4 Second 12V output - used to power pocket receiver transmitter
Incorporate With Burglar Alarm
Incorporate With CCTV
Drive Sirens, Security Strobes
Add GSM Text Message Module - receive individual beam alerts
Add up to 6 security beams

Fuel Tank Security
Oil tank security and fuel theft products
Fuel Tank Security is a vital element of fuel storage due to its expensive nature. As commercial diesel is so
expensive and sought after it is very important that users protect their tank from unauthorised syphoning.
Not only is commercial fuel subject to theft but domestic heating oil is also a target.
There are several different methods of protection. For physical protection of the tanks effective tank locks
may suit your needs. For a more complex security system fuel monitoring systems can help the user to
oversee the amount of fuel being dispensed, who dispensed it and total consumption data. The
management systems can be set up with a pin or electric key code to ensure that only authorised users can
access the fuel, rather than it just being left on site unprotected and at risk of theft. There are also remote
fuel tank level monitoring devices which alerts the user by text of the level of fuel left in the tank.

Average prices shown

Aluminium Locking Fuel Tank Cap
2" to 4" F BSP From
£15.55 ex. VAT

Aluminium Dip and Fill Locking Fuel Tank
Cap
2" F BSP From
£29.25 ex. VAT

Spinsecure Oil Tank Lock
2" F BSP
£55.65 ex. VAT

Storage Tank Light
230v
£34.42 ex. VAT

GSM Text Alerter Remote Fuel Tank
Monitor
For high and low level

Piusi Access 85 Fuel Tank Security System
Retrofit (Up to 85 users)

From
£516.74 ex. VAT

£149.16 ex. VAT

Piusi Access 85 Self Install Retail Kit
Retrofit (Up to 85 users)

Piusi MC Box Fuel Management System
Retrofit (Up to 80 or 120 users)

£206.53 ex. VAT

From
£1,039.90 ex. VAT

Piusi Cube 70 MC Fuel Management System Piusi Self Service MC Fuel Management
Fuel Dispenser (Up to 50 or 120 users)
System
Fuel Dispenser (Up to 80 users)
From
£1,635.54 ex. VAT
From
£1,347.06 ex. VAT

Piusi Self Service FM Fuel Management
System
Fuel Dispenser (Up to 120 users)

Piusi Cube MC 2.0 Fuel Management
System
Fuel Dispenser (Up to 250 users)

From
£2,761.82 ex. VAT

From
£3,249.47 ex. VAT

Piusi Self Service MC 2.0 Fuel Management
System
Fuel Dispenser (Up to 250 users)

Piusi Self Service FM 2.0 Fuel Management
System
Fuel Dispenser (Up to 250 users)

£3,855.30 ex. VAT

£5,301.03 ex. VAT

Piusi Ocio 2.0 Fuel Tank Gauge
Digital (Self Calibrated)
From
£398.98 ex. VAT

Garage Defender
Garage Door Security

This simple sturdy product is a tested and approved way of improving your garage door security. It has
Sold Secure Bronze award and is made in England.
What is the garage defender?
The garage defender range is a way of securing your garage door. The defender unit locks onto a solid steel
base using a padlock to block the tilt action of the door.
Who would need it?
The Garage Defender is designed to give added security to up and over garages. If you have high value
property in your garage the Garage Defender could give added security for a low price.
How is it fitted?
Full fitting instructions are included and fitting should take about an hour. The unit is fitted in front of the
garage door with two expandable security raw bolts that are included.
What do I need to be aware of?
The garage defender is fitted into the ground. If you are applying the unit into concrete then at least 4 - 5
inches of good solid concrete outside the garage door is needed.
If the unit is to be fitted into tarmac or block pavers then a built in base unit is needed. When ordering be
sure to enter 'fit into tarmac or block pavers' and a base unit will be supplied at no extra cost.
Can I fit it onto tarmac and block paves?
This Garage Defender unit is designed to fit into concrete. If you require tarmac fitting you will receive the
Built in Base instead at no extra cost.
This Built in Base unit is required when the application site does not have sufficient good concrete outside
of the closed garage door (at least 4 - 5 inches is recommended) i.e. where tarmac or block pavers are
present.

To use the unit simply excavate a 250mm deep hole and fill with a good 3-2-1 concrete mix.
The below unit is free when requested in preference to the bolt down base with the Garage Defender
Master and Padlock

If you are concerned about criminal activity in your area, and if there is evidence that steel garage doors
are being cut, a solid timber garage door may protect you from this.
For those with a garage which is attached to their main home, security should be your number one priority.
If someone can gain easy entry to your garage, then they will be able to gain entry to your home and
therefore all of your valuables, your car keys etc. If you have an old garage door on your attached garage
and no additional security features, it’s certainly worth thinking about updating your garage door. Security
lights, as mentioned above, are a relatively inexpensive and effective deterrent.
A household alarm system can provide good cover for a garage whether it’s attached to your main
property or not. Most new alarm systems these days are wireless, so even if your garage is a small distance
away, it can be covered by additional movement sensors and or image/video capture. The addition of a
dummy alarm box with most new system packs can allow you to affix an alarm box to your garage building,
creating an effective deterrent.
Often, the best security considerations for your garage and your home will depend on a number of factors,
and no two homes are the same. Where a garage door defender may be an essential accessory for one
property, it may not be as relevant for another.

Smartwater- Frequently Asked Questions
What is the problem?

It is well known that may thieves escape conviction because police are unable to identify the true owners
of suspected stolen property found in their possession.
Furthermore, thieves will routinely remove serial numbers from identifiable property or steal items that
cannot be identified.
What is Smartwater and why is it the solution?
Smartwater is controlled and manufactured by the Forensic Science Service. It is a unique solution
containing a blend of harmless chemicals providing it with a “forensic fingerprint”. This fingerprint has
been likened in concept to “DNA profiling”. The components of the solution are recorded by the Forensic
science Service and held on their database.
Once applied, Smartwater makes the possession of stolen property a risky business. When subjected to
ultra violet light its presence is immediately obvious by a tell- tale fluorescent glow. The smallest amount
is enough for forensic scientists to verify the registered owner.
How is Smartwater applied?
Very simply. Smartwater is delivered in a small bottle. Using the supplied brush, simply dab or paint the
Smartwater onto whatever item of property you want and allow it to dry (about 1 hour) – and that’s it. No
need to write anything – not even your postcode – the mere presence of Smartwater on an item is enough
to trace it back to you.
That’s too easy – won’t the offender simply scrape off the Smartwater?
Well he/she can try – but is unlikely to succeed. Other methods of property marking such as etching or
using UV Marker pens are prone to erasure by the determined thief. This is because you generally need to
write, your postcode, on a flat surface of the item you want to protect. Smartwater is different. The
instructions suggest that Smartwater should be applied to complicated areas that are hard to clean such as
uneven surfaces, and areas adjacent to grills and slots. It is highly unlikely that any offender will be able to
remove every trace of Smartwater from complicated areas - and the police only need a minuscule amount
of Smartwater to make a positive identification. However, it is just as important to let offenders know that
property is securely marked with Smartwater.
How do I do that?
Each area will receive a quantity of A3 and/or A4 size luminous signs for fixing to lampposts, advertising
the use of Smartwater in the area.

That’s all very well and good, but does the thief know about Smartwater?
Yes, the vast number of offences reported – particularly burglary and theft – are committed by a very small
number of individuals. Warwickshire police has installed fluorescent UV lights at the entrance to the main
Custody Block and every prisoner is routinely checked for traces of Smartwater at the police station.
Finally, every police vehicle is fitted with an ultra violet torch as standard equipment, allowing checks of
individuals to be carried out on the streets

What sort of items can I mark with Smartwater?
Almost anything. All electrical equipment such as TV’s, videos, computers, play stations etc, plant and
equipment, art, jewellary and antiques.

Will Smartwater damage my property?
No. Smartwater is completely harmless and will not damage either you or your property.
What happens if I dispose of an item that has been marked with Smartwater?
When you receive your Smartwater kit you will find instructions informing you of the simple procedure to
be followed.
Sounds good but what is it going to cost me?
Warwickshire Police is able to purchase Smartwater at a vastly reduced rate compared to the normal retail
price. However, as part of our licence conditions it has been stipulated that we can only use it for
Neighbourhood Watch and similar, bone-fide groups. At present the product for a single dwelling pack
which will permit the householder to mark somewhere in the region of 120 items of value in the home
(includes garage/shed).
Do I have to renew my registration?
After 2 years Smartwater will invite you to renew, if you choose not to don't worry your details remain on
the data base, if you do however renew you receive a further bottle to mark anything you have
subsequently purchased.

Fence and Wall Security

Key Secure Tip Top Wall and Fence Spikes - 4 Metres
The Key Secure Tip Top Wall and Fence Spikes - 4 Metres is ideal for protecting your home or business
premises. It offers a cheap and easy way to deter burglars and other unwelcome visitors from your garden,
flat roof, etc, - without the risk of getting yourself prosecuted! This Key Secure Tip Top Wall and Fence
Spikes KS-CTT is designed to cause maximum discomfort, with minimum harm ...
●
●
●
●
●
●

Key Secure Tip Top Wall and Fence Spikes - 4 Metres
Wall spikes supplied in 8 x 500 mm length
Helps prevent intruders getting access
Safety product - it will not cause serious injury to anyone coming into contact with it but it certainly
discourages climbing
Can be fixed side by side to provide a wider anti-climb barrier around the edge of flat roofs or on
top of wide walls
Prevent birds from nesting on your flat roof

Did you know that if an intruder injured
themselves while climbing over anti climb
spikes fixed to your walls, or fences, you could
find yourself being prosecuted?
Roller Barrier is a 'Non-Aggressive' Anti Climb
Barrier that offers practical and effective
perimeter security - without the risk of
intruders impaling or seriously injuring
themselves
Developed to provide a SAFE but EFFECTIVE
barrier to stop unauthorised persons from
gaining access to flat roofs, or to premises or
grounds by climbing over fences or gates.
Roller Barrier installed above a gate, is also a
brilliant way to protect alleyways.
The unique, independently rotating cups,
collectively offer an unstable barrier for any
would be intruder to negotiate, and
consequently a more effective barrier than the
older style rolling long tube type systems.
The 115mm (approx 5") diameter unbreakable
Roller Cups are purposely sized to prevent even
the largest hands from getting a grip on and
are manufactured from recycled polycarbonate
material (helping local authorities to meet their
recycling targets).
To protect against plastic degradation resulting
from climate change and the hotter summers
we seem to be experiencing in the northern
hemisphere, the Roller Cups are now
manufactured with UV protection to Southern
European UV level standards and are of course
also fire retardant.

Roller Barrier protecting a flat roof
The rolling barrier is formed by threading
individual cup shaped plastic mouldings onto a
robust central spindle, supported at intervals
by suitable brackets.

Roller Barrier installed over
vehicle entrance gates
the robust moulded
Roller Barrier cups are
available in Black or
Eco Green (RAL6005)
from stock (other
colours may also be
available)

Large cups prevents
handhold

Cups roll
independently

Twin Roller Barrier
Installation above
perimeter wall / fence

Green Roller Barrier

Roller Barrier installed above an
alley gate

The system can also be wall
mounted on straight, cranked or
right angle brackets to form an
effective anti climb barrier to
prevent unauthorised access to
flat roofs, etc.

Anti-Climb Paint (or security paint as it's
sometimes called), offers a simple and
economic way to stop people climbing over
your walls or fences, onto your flat roof, up
your drainpipes or CCTV camera pole, etc making it an effective, low cost addition to
your perimeter security
Anti-climb paint, (also called anti-climbing
paint, anti-intruder paint, anti-burglar paint or
security paint) is a petroleum gel based paint
which is applied thickly and never sets. It
remains in gel form making any attempt at
climbing any surface painted with it almost
impossible and certainly very messy as it will
contaminate skin, clothing, etc.
To avoid accidental contact, it is suggested that
Anti Climb paint is only used on surfaces above
head height (ideally at a minimum of 2.4
metres / 8' off the ground) and we recommend
that it should be used in conjunction with
appropriate warning signs (in most cases,
display of an appropriate warning sign may be
a legal requirement where anti-climb paint is
used at non domestic properties / locations).
Typically it is used on poles, down-pipes, wall
tops, railings, roof & ridge tiles, etc. and in
some cases may be used in conjunction with
other anti-climb products such as spiked
collars, rotating barriers and the like.
More recently, the product has been
recommended by the London Diocesan
Advisory Committee as a practical method of
deterring theft of lead or copper roof, pipework, etc, from church roofs.
Safe and easy to apply with no volatile
solvents, anti-climb paint is non-toxic. It sheds
most airborne debris and offers excellent
weatherproofing protection to wood, metal
and masonry surfaces
Suitable for use in temperatures between -15
and +35 degrees C
Coverage: Anti Climb Paint should be applied
thickly (2-3mm thick) to prevent it from drying
out and losing its effectiveness. When applied
to the correct thickness, a 2.5 litre can of paint
will cover approximately 1 square metre
surface area.

Anti-climb paint makes
climbing very messy
and almost impossible

Manufactured for
Insight Security, anticlimb paint is available
in 1.0, 2.5 and 5.0 litre
cans

Watering plants whilst you are away

Water your plants thoroughly just before you leave.
If you plan to be away from home for an extended period of time, ensuring that your indoor plants are
properly watered can be a challenge. Although most plants will survive without water for at least five to
seven days, your plants may suffer if they aren't watered soon. Asking a friend or neighbour to water your
plants is the best choice, but if that isn't an option, use creative ways of keeping your plants well-hydrated
in your absence.
Instructions
Things You'll Need
●
●
●
●
●

Plastic dish drainer or empty pots
Absorbent cotton string
Plastic basins or bowls
Tray
Gravel

1. Wicking System

● Devise a wick system in your sink or bathtub that will keep your plants moist for at least seven to 10
days. Fill your sink or tub with 2 to 4 inches of water.
● Place each plant on a plastic dish drainer in your sink or bathtub. Alternatively, place each plant on
an upside-down pot to hold the plant above the water.
● Push the end of a piece of absorbent cotton string in the potting soil in each pot. Allow the other
end of each string to dangle in the water. The string will wick water up into the potting soil.
Commercial wicks are available in garden centers.
● Place plastic basins or bowls near plants that are too large or heavy to fit in the sink or tub. Put a
small amount of water in the bowl, then put one end of a length of string in the water and the
other end in the potting soil.
● Ensure that your indoor plants have proper sunlight while you're away, but avoid leaving the plants
too near sunny windows, as the soil will dry faster.

● Humidity Trays
● Create a humidity tray for each plant. Place about 2 inches of gravel or small pebbles in a tray or
shallow bowl.
● Place each planting container on a humidity tray.
● Water each plant, providing enough water so that a small amount of water runs through the
drainage hole. As the water in the pebbles evaporates, the humidity will help keep your plant
hydrated. Don't water so much that the pot stands in water, as your plants may rot.

Create a miniature greenhouse environment for your plants if your time away will be extensive. Water the
plants, then seal the plant inside a clear plastic grocery bag or a dry cleaning bag. Place the plants in
moderate sunlight, but avoid hot windows, which will scorch the plant.

Begin by watering plants thoroughly. If you like, place plants in large saucers that will hold about 1" of
water. This will keep most moisture-loving plants for as much as a week.
Move plants out of sunny windows and into cooler areas of the house. If you have large plants that
you can't move, close the drapes so the plants won't be in bright light. Moving plants into low-light
areas will reduce their need for water.
Group plants by their care needs. Place moisture-loving plants in one area, such as the bathtub. Place
plants that require less water together to avoid confusion if someone will come by to care for them.
You can make a miniature greenhouse for indoor plants from a large plastic bag. Water the plant well,
then push tall bamboo stakes into the soil. The bag shouldn't touch the foliage, and the bamboo will
keep it from the leaves. Place the plant inside the bag, and seal it tightly with a rubber band or a twisttie. Make sure the plant is away from direct sunlight. Your mini-greenhouse will sustain the plant for as
long as three weeks.
Many commercial products are available to water plants while you're away. Most consist of a reservoir
and a wick you place in the soil. As the plant uses moisture, it draws from the reservoir.
Another solution is to fill a washtub with gravel, fill the tub with water just to the level of the gravel,
and set a plant on top of the gravel. The humidity from the water will prevent it from drying out.
Another method is to set bricks in a bathtub, fill the tub with water to the level of the bricks, and set
plants on the bricks.
A gravity-feed watering system provides moisture for several plants at one time. The water reservoir
must be higher than the plants. Fill a large jar with water, and set it on a brick. Cut lengths of cotton or
polyester rope that will reach from the bottom of the jar to the soil surface of the plants. Place one
end of the rope in the jar and the other so it's resting on the soil.
Massive increase in catalytic converter theft
Over the last 3 years there has been a dramatic increase in the theft of catalytic converters due to the
massive increase in the price of scrap metal.
Catalytic converter theft has become a real problem for many vehicle owners in the United Kingdom,
united states and across Europe due to the presence of 4 precious metals that are used to manufacture the
catalytic converter. These are Gold, Platinum, palladium and Rhodium. Each stolen catalytic converter can
be sold to a scrap metal dealer from between £50 and £200 depending on the size.

Catalytic converter theft, a growing problem
Catalytic converter theft is a fast growing problem due the exposed nature of the catalytic converter being
positioned under your car. Any would be thief can easily crawl under the vehicle, armed with a cheap and
easy to obtain battery operated metal saw can cut through the exhaust pipe on either side of the catalytic
converter and be gone in under 30 seconds. As you can image this is a very tempting prospect for the thief
who can easily steal up to 50 in a night bagging an easy few thousand pounds.
The cost of catalytic converter theft to you
As I mentioned before that a thief can get between £50 and £200 per catalytic converter they steal, this
does not mean that this is what it will cost you to replace. It is likely to cost you some where close to a
£1000 and in many cases much more and this is not to mention the time hassle and frustration you will
face to have your stolen catalytic converter replaced.
If you are a business you may have already been targeted, if you have already been a victim of catalytic
converter theft you will understand that the loss in man hours and having your vehicle off the road can
cost a small fortune.
Protect your self against catalytic converter theft
The best way to effectively deter the thieves from stealing your catalytic converter is to fit a catalytic
converter antitheft device. The Catloc is a cost effect and easy to install device that is supplied as standard
with an ISR (international security register) marking kit that links your catalytic converter to your vehicle
and making it traceable, it is as unique as a finger print. The high visibility window stickers will also deter
any thief from even attempting to cut yours off

CATLOC KIT

The catloc kit
For increased protection and added deterrent, the CATLOC comes as standard with the International
Security Register (ISR®) marking and registering system. Contents include high visibility window
warning stickers and an ultra destruct label together with marking fluid which permanently etches a
unique 7 digit security code and 24/7 telephone number for the ISR® into the CAT or DPF.
For strength and durability, each CATLOC is manufactured from 2mm stainless steel.
For maximum effectiveness two security cables are attached to the vehicle’s underbody and stainless steel
shearbolts and Loctite® are used during a permanent installation.
●
●
●
●
●
●

4 x 2mm steel plates
2 x security cables
4 x large shear nuts
4 x small shear nuts
1 x loctite stud and bearing
1 x ISR marking kit (chemical etching fluid & ultra destruct label ,

High visibility window stickers,) unique Retainagroup security code and the 24/7
telephone number of the ISR.
Anyone can access the ISR contact line - police, security services,
insurance companies, public and private sector authorities/
organisations and of course the general public.

Top Tips To Beat The Burglar

• Keep burglars out! Make sure your door and window frames are strong and in good condition.
• Expose that burglar! Install low wattage security lighting that comes on automatically at dusk and
goes off at dawn.
• Never leave spare house keys in an obvious place, such as under a flower pot or door mat. Leave
them with a trusted neighbour instead.
• Whenever you are away from home, deter thieves by making your home look occupied. Use an
automatic timer switch to turn interior lights on and off and cancel milk, newspaper and other
regular deliveries.
• Fit robust deadlocks conforming to British Standard BS3621 on your front and back doors and keep
them locked at all times – even when you are at home.
• Register valuable property at www.immobililse.com or keep an inventory including description, serial
number and photograph of each item.
• Install a burglar alarm and use it whenever you leave the house and when you go to bed. Most alarms
can be set to go off in a particular part of the house (downstairs only, when you are upstairs for
example).
• When moving into a new house, change the locks to avoid strangers having a set of your keys.
• Use a forensic marking product to uniquely mark all your valuables. This makes them identifiable and
is a deterrent to thieves.
• Join your local Neighbourhood Watch scheme (or start one up if there isn’t one in your area) and help
keep your Neighbourhood safe.
• Nature can help provide an effective (and attractive) deterrent to anyone thinking of entering your
garden. Holly and hawthorn are particularly difficult to get through.
• Use good quality fixings and a padlock to secure shed and garage doors, and to prevent a burglar
from unscrewing door hinges, use anti-tamper screws or smear hard glue on the screw heads.
• Lay crunchy gravel on the approach to your house. Thieves hate drawing attention to themselves by
making a noise.
• Never leave tools or ladders outside. They could be stolen or help a burglar gain access to your home.

• Protect drainpipes with anti-climb paint or a climbing rose to deter access to windows and flat roofs.
• Gas, electricity and other company officials expect you to check their identity before letting them in
and won’t mind waiting while you do so.
• Keep your car parked in a garage if possible and lock both vehicle and garage.
• Don’t let burglars cash in. Do not keep large amounts of cash at home. If you have to do so, use a
home safe that is stored out of site.
• Remove temptation. Do not leave car, door or window keys within reach of a letterbox or a window.
• Locate your security lights carefully so they don’t create dark shadowed areas that could provide
hiding places for thieves.
• Don’t discuss holiday plans in the presence of strangers – and never post holiday details on social
media web sites.
• Be wary of people who knock on your door asking for a drink, looking for lost pets or asking to use
your telephone. They may be a bogus caller.
• If you don’t have a door chain or door bar, get one fitted and make sure you use it.

If there is a crime in progress or life is at risk call 999.
If a crime has been committed or you wish to report an incident call 101 or
01926 415000, make sure you get an incident number.

Home Security Survey
Start with the perimeter of your property.
Stand in the street and take a good look at your house.
As you look at the front of the house is the front door clearly visible?
Are there bushes, shrubs and walls that can hide someone trying to open your front door?
Can the windows be seen clearly?
Does the house look well cared for?
Do doors to the house and garage look secure and sturdy?
Now walk around the whole boundary as far as you can.
Are there any gaps and holes in the boundary?
Are there any climbing places?
Are there any hiding places?
How many entrances are there?
Boundary lines at the front of the house should be wide and low to help passers by and neighbours to keep
an eye on the front of the house. Boundary lines at the sides and rear of the house should be tall. You are
allowed to have perimeters 1.8 metres high (6 ft) before you need planning permission.
If the boundary looks easy to climb over consider the following:
For walls, try growing prickly bushes or climbing plants on the ground below the wall and up the wall to deter
intruders.
For fences, wobbly trelliswork on top of the fence makes them difficult to climb, consider prickly plants as well.
Now, to look at the house itself
Before you go any further - STOP. Pause for a few minutes and imagine this - you have just arrived back to
an empty house and realise you have forgotten your keys. How would you get in?.

Are there spare keys hidden somewhere?
Is there a door or window that is always left open?
Is there a door or window that you know is easy to open?
Can you get in through the garage?
Will you be able to get in making hardly any noise or without being seen?
Will you be able to get in without causing any or hardly any damage?
Look at the building as a whole. Are there areas that can be climbed?
Are there flat roofs that give access to other windows?
Are there walls, wheelie bins, trees or other items to assist climbing?
Cast iron drainpipes can be covered with anti-climb paint to prevent climbing. Where there is easy access to
upper floor windows, added security may be needed for those windows.
Is there loose brickwork, woodwork or items left lying about which a burglar could use to break a window?
Can a burglar easily get into a shed or other outbuilding to find something to help them break in?
When it gets dark go outside and take another look at the house, especially at the back and sides.
Is it very dark, would it benefit from security lighting?
Can someone approach the house and get quite close without being seen?
Would someone be able to spend some time trying to get into the house without being seen?

Good lighting outside the house is an excellent deterrent. Lights fitted to a photo-electric cell which come
on as it gets dark and stay on until it gets light, sometimes called 'Dusk to Dawn' lights are very good. Using
low energy or energy efficient light bulbs will help to reduce the running costs. Motion sensor lights can be
effective, but are often triggered by pets and wild animals.
Now let's consider the door and entrances to your home.
Are the frames sound and do they fit well to the building without any gaps?
What is the thickness of the door?
Does the door look sturdy and does it fit properly in the frame?
Does the door have wooden or glass panels?
Are these resistant to kicking or breaking?
Wooden doors should be of a minimum thickness of 44cm (1 3/4''). Glass panels should be fitted with
laminated glass. Weak wooden panels can be reinforced with plywood or other strong wood. PVCU doors
are usually good if installed to manufacturer's specifications.

Take a close look at locks, hinges and any bolts on the doors.
How many locks are there on the door?
Do the doors open inwards or outwards?
Can the locks be double locked from inside the house?
If there are bolts fitted, do they fit well and do you use them?
Wooden doors should have 2 locks (at least one of which conforms to British Standard 3621) - a 5 lever
mortice lock and a cylinder rim lock, ideally one which can be double locked from inside with a key. For
further advice consult a locksmith who is a member of the Master Locksmith Association.
Hinges must be securely fastened to the frame and capable of taking the weight of the door. Where a door
opens outwards and the hinges are exposed to the outside, hinge bolts should be fitted to prevent the
door being removed by slipping out the hinge pin.
Take a good look at the letterbox and around the front door.
Can you see inside the hall from any windows by the front door?
Can you see inside the front hall by looking through the letterbox?
How far can you get your arm through the letterbox?
Can you reach the door locks?
Letterbox baskets fitted inside the front door will stop anyone reaching the locks. There have been
reported cases of canes with magnets on the end being poked through letterboxes and car keys being
stolen. There are various new products on the market now whereby a solid piece of metal is fitted over the
back of the letterbox ensuring that anything put through it is forced downwards towards the floor. Contact
a reputable security company for further advice. Make sure any keys are not visible through the front door
window or letterbox.
If you have patio doors or French windows answer these questions:
Can the patio door be lifted up and out of the frame?
What kind of glass is fitted?
Do the doors open outwards?

Patio doors and French windows should be fitted with toughened glass, which is more for safety than
security. Laminated glass is not cost effective for such large areas.
Patio doors often need at least one more lock in addition to the manufacturers. There should also be some
kind of anti-lift device, either a bar in the top channel or locks positioned so that the door cannot be lifted.
If French doors open outwards, then hinges will be on the outside so hinge bolts need to be fitted.

Now look at the windows to your home.
Are the frames in good condition?
Are there any gaps between the frame and the building?
Does the glass fit properly?
Is the glass cracked?
Is the putty or other fixing sound?
Are they internally or externally beaded?
All ground floor windows and those capable of being reached by climbing must have locks that use a key.
When leaving the house all windows should be closed - even those that you think a burglar cannot reach.
Vulnerable windows should be locked. Modern windows are internally beaded to prevention glass
extraction from the outside.
Seek advice from a member of the Master Locksmiths http://www.locksmiths.co.uk/ association about
which locks to use. If the windows are PVCU double glazed, check with the manufacturer.
If you have an alarm fitted:
When was it last serviced?
If you have extended the house, does the alarm cover the extension?
Is the key holder's list up to date?
Does your system allow you to add PIR sensors on wirelessly?
Alarms should be fitted to British Standard BS 4737; DIY systems should conform to British Standard BS
6707. Seek advice from a reputable company or consult your insurance company to see which companies
they recommend.
Finally, take a look at any sheds, garages or other outbuildings.
Are the buildings themselves sturdy and sound?
Are they capable of being securely locked?
Are the doors sound?
Are the windows sound?
Are there visible hinges on doors?
Is there access to the house from one of these buildings?
Is anything of value kept in there?
Is anything kept in there that may assist someone to break into the house?
Try and make these buildings as safe as you can. If you can't make these buildings secure - don't keep
anything of value in there.

If you wish to speak to a local officer to pass on details of a suspicious nature, i.e suspicious car etc,
Call 101
Kenilworth.snt@warwickshire.pnn.police.uk
To give information anonymously Crimestoppers 0800 555111

